September Newsletter

As advised in an earlier email, OT-150 (Overland Telegraph Line Sesquicentennial) will be emailing you at the
beginning of each month until August
If you wish to withdraw from this email list, please advise by return email… thank-you
www.ot150.net
On this Day in September
In the ot150.net Library – Key dates – September: On the 15th of September 1870, the steamer Omeo has
made the trip from Adelaide in about three weeks and the stores, equipment and materials are quickly
unloaded. William Paqualin and the advance team of surveyors plunge into the jungle, keen to earn their
bonuses for prompt completion. Paqualin says they can do it in 12 months. The first pole of the Overland
Telegraph Line is prepared and virtually the entire population of Palmerston turns out to see it “well and
truly fixed”. Samuel Sweet, captain of the schooner Gulnare, captures the moment for posterity.

Palmerston’s population poses for the primary pole picture [State Library SA, B69996/65]
“From our correspondents”
With August 22nd 1872 being the official completion date of the Overland Telegraph Line, we include a digest
of events that took place commemorating this significant date.

Alice Springs Telegraph Station Open Day
NT Parks and Wildlife, 13 August 2022
Correspondent: Andrew Crouch
We enjoyed a beautiful sunny and balmy Winter’s day on 13 August for the celebratory ‘150 years Open Day’
at the Alice Springs Telegraph Station, with about 500 locals and visitors attending. NT Parks, who manage
the Station precinct, did a sterling job of organising the event, with assistance from many local and even
interstate volunteer helpers.
Among the numerous displays and re-enactments on the
day, highlights included 30 ‘then and now’ photographic
placards prepared by long-time local resident and historian
Eugene Blom. Each of these was located in the exact spot
in the Station grounds where the original was taken as far
back as the 1890s by Frank Gillen and others. Amongst
other treasures, Alfred Traeger’s very first pedal wireless
transceiver was on show in the Station buildings.

Photo by Andrew Crouch

A special event that was timed to coincide with the Open Day was the unveiling of a plaque on Trig Hill
behind the Station to celebrate the many contributions made by the surveyors, ranging from John McDouall
Stuart and the numerous OTL overseers, followed by Winnecke and Barclay and others through to the
present day. Alice Springs showed proudly once again that it has the greatest collective concentration of
knowledge in Australia of the ‘on the ground’ history of the Telegraph Line and the people and events that
followed it.
To see Eugene Blom’s cleverness of the “then and now” photographs, download this picture of the Womens’
Camp and note the features common to “then” (B&W) and “now” (colour) with landscape almost the same
but the trees having grown.

Adelaide ANPEX 2022
The Philatelic Society of South Australia, Adelaide, 20-21 August 2022
Correspondent – Mac Benoy
This was an exhibition heavily themed to telegraphy through a
large display of postage stamps and telegrams. Many stories were
told through the medium of small philatelic images and the
messages written in notable telegrams.
Most colonial postal and telegraphic services were integrated into
one department and there was crossover in their administration.
One example was the use of stamps overprinted with S.T.
meaning “Superintendent of Telegraphs”. Employees on official
business in South Australia would sometimes use the postal
system and their letters would bear the S.T. overprint. Often of
lower quality, the postal stamps were saved from destruction by
Image by Telegrams Australia
serving official Telegraph business.
website
A remarkable thematic collection was exhibited by Marilyn Syme, a stamp collector and amateur radio
enthusiast. Her large display of philatelic items used the compact illustrations that are characteristic of welldesigned stamps as a perfect medium to narrate, in brief-form, the growth of communications technology.
Starting with smoke signals, her illustrated story quickly moved on to the first use of electric communications
in telegraphy and followed through with the rapid developments in dozens of allied technologies including
wireless telegraphy, telephony, radio, shortwave, television, satellite communications and radio astronomy.
It was an absorbing narrative of the hardware and personalities involved, one that ended with modern
communications returning to their Overland Telegraph home in the Outback with this series of 2001 AusPost
“Outback Services” stamps.

Image by Australia Post (modified)

Appropriately, Australia Post released an OT-150 commemorative stamp the day after ANPEX (see below)

Overland Telegraph (OT) 150 Anniversary

The Pioneers Association of South Australia, August 15
Correspondent: Jeanne Hurrell
Pioneers SA staged a sold-out OTL event on 15 August where Richard Venus provided the back story and
seven members with family links to the construction teams outlined their ancestor’s roles, two of which are
outlined here: The Line’s construction used hundreds of local SA men, and many of their descendants belong
to the Pioneers Association of SA.
William Warwick supplied materials and
laboured for the Southern Section and had a
close relationship with Todd through Todd’s
niece, Fanny Ann, who married into the
Warwick family. Holowiliena station houses
artefacts from the OTL construction including
Todd’s camp stretcher and William Warwick’s
diary. Members Richard Warwick and his
daughter Frances Frahn retain Holowiliena and
curate these precious pieces of OTL history.

Richard Randall (Dick) Knuckey oversaw the
Central Section A and started the “horse
express” to bridge the gap in the Northern
Section. Anthea Taylor is a Knuckey
descendant and conveyed his story and that of
his younger brother John who worked for Dick
on the pole replacement in the Northern
Section.
Ray Parkin Boucaut is from member Rob
Boucaut’s family and made a remarkable
contribution to the OTL, especially in leading
the first party of operators to the Stations
between Charlotte Waters and Tennant’s
Creek (and the tragic demise of Carl Kraegean
during that journey), and in carrying the first
transcontinental message from Darwin to
Adelaide via the “horse express”.
The Southern Section tender went to eccentric
businessman and bushman, Ned Bagot
(member Sally Hopton’s great-grandfather).
Bagot used sub-contractors to supply poles
and goods including John Rounsevell (greatgrandfather to Robyn Dunstan and Naomi
Billingshurst) and William Warwick.

The day finished with a demonstration of
Morse code telegraphy by veteran telegraph
operators, Laurie Wallace and Denis Hughes,
who entertained the audience with a
demonstration of Morse code using original
equipment.
Laurie
and
Denis
also
demonstrated their telegraphy skills at the
Alice Springs Telegraph Station

Open Day celebrating 150 years of the OTL at Barrow Creek Telegraph Station
NT Parks and Wildlife, 16 August 2022
Correspondent: Andrew Crouch
The Barrow Creek Telegraph Station was open for passers-by on the Stuart Highway to come in for a cuppa,
morning tea and a chat with Alice Springs Parks Ranger Kelly Knights, Tennant Creek Parks Ranger Ujwal
Minocha, Stuart Traynor and Andrew Crouch.

Photo by Andrew Crouch

This week marked the 150th anniversary of the
official opening of the Station by Charles Todd:
“Thursday 15th August. Fine day. Mr Todd
opened the Station today. He gave us a short
speech and expressed himself highly gratified
with everything on our Station and was so much
pleased that we were the Government men
selected by him and proved ourselves the better
of the two.” (from the diary of Thomas Smith –
one of the Station builders) About 50 travellers
including a group of school kids from nearby
Aboriginal community Tara made the most of
the opportunity.

The buildings in their picturesque and commanding highway location surrounded by tall mesa escarpments
are quite atmospheric, and somewhat sobering given the incident early in the Station’s history when an
unfortunate confrontation occurred, resulting in the spearing deaths of two white men, and the deaths of
some fifty local Aboriginal people in the following reprisals.
And as if to remind us of the inevitability of technological progress, a mobile phone tower now dominates
the nearby skyline.

Photo by author Adrian Kitchingman, CC BY 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=11588003

The Overland Telegraph Line - A 150 Year Celebration
IET/IEEE Retired Engineers Group, 22 August 2022
Correspondent – Don Grigg
This newsletter has an emphasis on communications technology. As the home of the Overland Telegraph
Line, the Outback has made good use of the electrical communications revolution that followed from the
foundations set by telegraphy. Moving on from wired to wireless to satellite to fibreoptics transmission,
these technologies have enhanced Outback life, making possible applications such as the School of the Air,
the Royal Flying Doctor Service, satellite phones, CB radio, satellite television, GPS, EPERB distress beacons,
broadband access, GPS, etc., etc.
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is the professional body representing those
involved in these developments. Indeed, on the retirement of Sir Charles Todd, he was presented with a
carriage clock by the Conference of Electrical Engineers of the Commonwealth on 7th of July 1901 in
recognition of his work in the profession. It can be seen in the Mortlock Wing of the SA State Library.

Galvanic Batteries Photo by Alamy

Todd’s mobile telegraph key Photo by Don Grigg

The IET/IEEE Retired Engineers Group took a
technological approach to celebrating OT-150. A near
capacity audience of 100 gathered in the State Library
of SA to hear about the events leading up to the start
of the construction, followed by the story of William
Warwick, who supplied the wooden poles along the
southern section. The Meidinger battery cell was
explained (approximately 2400 required for the Line)
and the forces (tension) in the 8 gauge galvanised iron
wire when strung between poles were discussed,
explaining why Robert Patterson had so much
difficulty in making the ceremonial last joint.
Bernie Challen described the telegraph circuit of the
1870s and Morsecodian Denis Hughes (PMG Morse
telegraphist 1951-65) transmitted across the room an
extract of Todd’s famous Central Mt Stuart message
to Barrie Barnes (PMG Morse telegraphist 1956-57).
Todd’s portable telegraph set used to send his
message in 1872 was on display courtesy of Stefan
Nowak
Operations
Manager
National
Communications Museum who brought it across
from Melbourne for the event. The event closed with
2 videos, Andrew Crouch’s poignant video of
remnants of the original OTL South of Alice Springs
and the PMG’s OT Centennial film (1972) “A
Momentous Occasion”.

OT-150 may be the last OT celebration where former professional telegraphists such as Bernie, Denis and
Laurie Wallace will be present demonstrate a dying skill.

OTL Sesquicentenary Commemoration, Dunmarra, NT
Northern Territory Heritage and Parks, 22 August 2022
Correspondent – Andrew Crouch (a full copy of Andrew’s engaging diary is available here)
Day 17 – August 21
Northward once again, we travel toward our ultimate goal. Enroute we stop briefly at Attack Creek to
ponder the many events that occurred there. Around noon, we detour some kilometres off the Highway to
the old Powell Creek Telegraph Station, examining the Station buildings which, though dilapidated, are an
impressive reminder of the builders’ skills. We then make the final run to our destination at the Frew Ponds
OTL Memorial, and make our way west under the Line to camp with permission at the actual Frew Ponds.

They are dry but very evocative of Stuart and his reconnaissance party of Francis Thring and James Frew,
who found the waterhole on 15 April 1862. This was also the campsite of Robert Patterson’s party, 10 years
later in August 1872.

Panoramic view of Frew Ponds, looking North, photograph by Andrew Crouch

The weather being warm and balmy, we sit and talk for several hours around the campfire on both this
evening and the following one, pondering and solving (with justified self-satisfaction) several of the world’s
wicked problems in the process. The last resting place of Leichardt is pinpointed for the first time, JFK’s true
assassin is positively identified, and even Climate Change has been beaten back to pre-Covid levels.
Day 18 – August 22
The BIG DAY. We head for the roadside monument mid-morning (as did Patterson, Rutt, Lewis, Hack, Hanns,
Howley, Mitchell, Rix and Bayfield on that same day many years before). Heritage and Parks NT under the
leadership of Director Michael Wells have assembled a substantial and impressive infrastructure there,
including a marquee and seating for 200, PA systems, food and drinks stalls, buses, satellite comms, and
have recently cut a vehicle track through the dense lancewood (the arch enemy of the Northern Parties) to
the Joining Point a mile or so to the west. While waiting for the light planes carrying the Vice-regal party and
officials, a stream of impromptu performers headlined by Kym Fullgrabe comes forward with songs and
poems to entertain the attendees. Administrator Vicki O'Halloran (NT) and Governor Frances Adamson (SA)
duly arrive with their entourage, and after a Welcome to Country by Traditional Owner Harrold Dalywaters,
they make introductory speeches and we move to the new gate where Their Excellencies cut the ribbon.
We then travel along the new track to the
Joining Point for the final stage of proceedings.
Further speeches and songs including a fine one
by Mr. Dalywaters and his nephew are followed
by Derek Pugh’s summing up of the historical
events leading to the completion of the Line.
Derek’s son Harry then re-enacts Patterson’s
momentous christening of the Line by smashing
a bottle of brandy (tea) against the Joining Pole,
150 years to the day after the original joining
ceremony.
The (original?) final join

Harry Pugh smashes a bottle of black tea brandy against
the Joining Pole, while father Derek, decked out as
Patterson complete with boater and sash

The Overland Telegraph Line - A 150 Year Celebration
Todd Familly, 22 August 2022
Correspondent – Susie Herzberg
Some twenty descendants of Charles and Alice Todd, and several descendants of John Little, together with
about a hundred friends, celebrated the joining of the wires in August at Alice Springs. Julian, James and
Mark Todd from Sydney had organized a four-day event which included visits to the Alice Springs Telegraph
Station, star gazing and astronomical observations using telescopes which would have delighted astronomer
Todd, and enthusiastic participation in the annual Henley on Todd races.
The joining day, 22 August was commemorated
at Simpson’s Gap where Jacinta Nampijinpa
Price, Senator for the Northern Territory joined
the group to discuss her hopes for all Australians
during her time in Parliament.
Other
presentations included Susie Herzberg speaking
about her research into the relations between
the OT construction teams and First Nations
peoples, and Julian Todd speaking on the
challenges of the survey teams when seeking a
route for the Telegraph through the MacDonnell
Ranges.

Simpson’s gap - Photo by Susie Herzberg

Some twenty descendants of Charles and Alice
Todd, and several descendants of John Little,
together with about a hundred friends,
celebrated the joining of the wires in August at
Alice Springs. In addition to the formal event at
The Gap, Julian, James and Mark Todd from
Sydney had organized four-days of events which
included visits to the Alice Springs Telegraph
Station, star gazing and astronomical
observations using telescopes which would have
delighted astronomer Todd, and enthusiastic
participation in the annual Henley on Todd races.
Victorious Todd team – photo by Susie Herzberg

Photo at Dunmarra by Michael Wells

And who will remember to celebrate the bicentennial of the Overland Telegraph in 2072?
Just maybe some of the of these younger folk at the Joining Pole will remember 50 years from now!

Commemorative Postage Stamp and Coin
Australia Post and the NT Parks and Royal Australia Mint, 22nd and 4th August 2022
Correspondent – Web Master
<click the images for press releases>

Todd Corner (technology)
A saying goes, “Nothing is new under the sun”. Does that apply to the way we use modern
communications? Stretching analogies, we could reassess what we think of as two recent
communication tools. Charles Todd often travelled in-country with a portable telegraph key
which allowed him to tap into nearby telegraph lines and send a message. Sometimes those
messages were answered immediately by the receiving party. Was that a 19th century
version of 21st century texting? Todd was also known to be in contact with his global
contemporaries in other parts of the British colonial system who had access to telegraphy.
Specifically, it’s known they conversed on the topic of the climate science of their shared
Indian Ocean. Could this have been an early version of a Zoom meeting or a slightly older
conference call?

Is this the last Newsletter?
Probably not. Yes, the completion-date of 22nd August has come and gone, but there are two more
significant months that follow: November when the celebratory grand banquets were held in Adelaide and
Sydney, and January 1873 when a similar banquet was held in London which was closely followed by Todd’s
official report to Parliament. Also, through ’73 and beyond, newspaper articles appeared mentioning the
practical benefits that came from accessible overseas news. Could these get us beyond the grand but vague
political and journalistic statements about “the noble enterprise” and start to answer the practical question,
“So did they get their money’s worth?” (hmmm, echoes of another noble enterprise, the NBN?)
info@ot150.net is still being updated, especially the Library pages.
Mac Benoy, OT-150 Coordinator

